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Abstract

Devising efficient and high performance
communication protocols for Compurer networks is a
challenging issue. ‘Ilis paper presents a new Modified
Token Ring protocol (MTR) for token ring LANs. ‘l%e idea
behind proposing this protocol is to improve the
performance of the Sfandttrd (Traditional) T&en Ring
pmwol (STR). The advantage of the MTR protocol over
the STR protocol is its capability of bypassing idle stations
in the ring. ‘his is achieved by utilizing two of the reserved
bits in fhe Frame Status (FS) field. The utilized bits are
called Transmission Reservation bits (TR-bits). ‘he TR-bits
operate as an implicit token while they are circulating
around the ring with their associated packet. Our simulation
experiments show that the MTR protocol has higher ring
throughput and lower packel delay than that of the STR
protocol. For high tratllc conditions the MTR protocol has
shortened the packet delay down to 45% as compared to fhe
STR protocol. Throughput improvement pwidcd by the
MTR can reach about 6% as compared to the STR protocol.
The MTR protocol is characterized by irs fairness,
simplicity and coat-effectiveness.

Index Terms : TWem Ring,
Performance Evacuation, MTR, Delay.

1. Introduction

There has beenagreat dealof
Area Networks (LANs) due to

LAN, PIOtOCOI,

interest in Locat
their attractive

cost/performme ratio, multiuser capabilities, and common
resource sharing capabilities [1]. LAN netwofis differ from
Wide Area Networks ( WANS) in thdr high channel
bandwidth and short packet delay [2]. LANs can be broadly

classified baaed on geometry into two basic types:
Broadcasting networks such as CSMA/CD and Ring
networks [1], [3], [4]. Ring networks are attractive for many
applications and have some advantages over bus structures
networks such as higher channel utilization and bounded
packet delay [51,[61,[11.

A tokemring network has the basic wrucnue of au
rings. Statiatts in ring networks are connected together by
point-to-point links in a circular fashion. IEEE smndard
committee developed the TokemRing standard protocol and
published it as ANSWEEE standard 802.5 [7]. In the
standard token ring protocol, a free tokcm is passed from
station to another whenever all stations are idle. When a
station wants to transmit a packet, it is required to seize the
free token and remove it from the ring bef- transmitting.
Hence, one station can initiate transmission at a given
instan~ A packet transmitted by a station is relayed single-
directiondy from station to station until it reaches its
destination. The destination station copies the IMXQ marks
it “received”, and continues to relay it down the ring. This
packet is removal out of the ring network when it circulates
back to the sender station. ‘hen a free token is regenerated
and passed to the next station.

As can be seen from the optmtion of the IEEE
standard protocol the token spends most of its time idly
circulating around the ring when traffic is light. Moreover,
a station that wants to transmit must wait for a free token
to start transmitting. Passing a free token between idle
stations would degrade the performance of the ring network.
Qu et al in [8] have fried to alleviate this degradation by
allowing a station to transmit if it receives either a free
token or a &ta packet destined to i~ Their protocol
provided performance improvement over the standard token
ring protocol, however, the implernemtation of their model
requires extra hardware such as input and output buffers
which would affect the cost/performance ratio.

In this paper we present a new Modified Token
Ring (MTR)protocol for token ring network. ‘he idea
behind this protocol is to impmve the performance of the
standard ring networks. In the MTR protocol the prublem
of passing a free token between idle stations is optimized.
The MTR protocol is simple, fair, requires no extra
hardware and has better performance than the standard
protocol. In section 11the protocol operation is described.
Section 111presents the model assumptions and parameters.
The results are discussed in section IV. Finally, section V
has the conclusion,
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II. Protocol Description If the station does not have data to transmit, it just
passes the token to the next station on the ring.

In the IEEE 802.5 token ring standard protocol
passing a free token to idle stations de~es the
performance of the ring network. Our goal in presenting the
new MTR protocol is to minitnixe this degradation by

(a) IEEE 8025 and MTR Tokar Format.

SD AC FC DA SA two Fcs

(b)FrameForrnrnfar IEEE S02.5 (SIR) and MIR Protomts.

49 If a station ttxeives a packet not addmscd to ig
the station directly forwards rhe received packet on
the ring. If the associated TR-bit=O and the station
has a ready packet to transmiq it modifies the
associated 7Tt-bit to “1“ and starts transmitting its
own ~ket.

5. When a station nxeivea a data pack~ addtessed to
i~ it copies the received packet while forwarding
the packet on the ring and checks the associated
TR-bit if it has a ready packet to transmit. If the
associated TR-bit4t the station modifks the TR-bit
to “1” and transmits the ready packcx.

ACR RACRR
& The semier station removes its transmitted data

(c) IEEE s02.5 Franc Srstus @) hrnat (8 bits). packet after it Imps back and at the same time
checks the associated TR-bit.
. If the associated TR-bit=O and the station

AI CITRIRIAICITRIR has a ready packet to transmit, it starts

(d) MTYtFrameStatus @S) Format(8 bits).
transmitting its own ~ket.

. If the associated TR-bit=O and the station
has nothing to Uansmig it genemtes a free

SD= Staning Dctimitcr ED . Ending Mimikr token and pasacs it to the next station.
AC = Access Camrd FS = Frame Status ● If the associated TR-bit=l the station
FC . FrameControl A = Addrut Rccognizd Bit

SA . Sowte Address c = FrameCc#d Bit
recognizes that another transmission is

Iwo = Irlformarial R = Racwcd Bit initiated by another station on the ring

FCS = Frame C%eckSum TR = TransmissionRacwation Bit and no need to perform any @ion.

Figure 1: Data Packet and Token Format.

Wlpping the idle stations. Hence, shorten the packet delay
and enhance the utilization of the ring channel. To achieve
this goal we utilize two bits of the reserved bits in the
Frame Status @S) field of the data packet. We call these

bits the TRANSMISSIONRESERVATIONBITS(TR-
BITS)as shown in Figure 1. Any station transmits a data
packti initializes the associated TR-bit with “O” value.
While the packet circulating around the ring, each station
has a data to transmit checks tk associated TR-bit and
modifies it to “1” if non of the previous stations already
modified it. Then the station that sets the TR-bit can
transmit its own data packet. More details and illustrations
are described in the following steps:

1* When a station transmits its own data packcl, it
sets the associated TR-bit to “ O “.

2* A free token is circulating around the ring when all
stations are idle.

3“ When a station receives a free token, it transmits
its own ptwket if it has a ready packet to transmit.

From the akme steps, llie MTR protocol gives a
station a chance to transmit where a free token is received
or when a data packet with an associated TR-bit== passes
through its interface. Using the TR-bit in each &ta ~ket
gives the MTR protocol the ability to skip the idle stations.
The fmt station, relative to the last sender, that has a ready
packet to transmit always takes the next tum to transmit.
This definitely would decmaae the waiting time at -h
station. As can be seen from the description of the protocol
operation, passing a free token to the idle stations is
minimized such that it may completely eliminated if the
network is heavily loaded. Hence, ~ket delay is shortened.

III. Model Assumptionsand Parameters

To evaluate the ptxformance of computer systems
and networks three techniques am oftem used. Namely,
simulation, analytical, and measurement techniques [9-12].
Token ring networks have been analyzed in many papers
[13-16]. In these papers packet delay expressions are
derived under various approximations. In this paper we
evaluate the performance of the MTR protocol using the
simulation technique. In this section we describe the
assumptions and the paramettm used in the simulation
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modcts which is developed by using SIMSCRIPT 11.5
simulation tanguage.

In this model we assume that the number of
stations on the ring is fixed for all simulation experiments
we have conducted. The stations are spaced on
unidiruxionat ring so that the distances between any two
consecutive stations are equal. The ring length is considered
1000 metm with a bandwidth of a 5 Mbit/sec. The
propagation signal speed is assumed to be 200 metemhnicro
second. Each station offers a station latency of 1 bit delay.
The arrival process to each station is Poisson with average
arrival rate k ~kets/sec. The inputs to the ring network
is balanced such that arrivals are equally likely at any
station. ‘Ile packet length is assumed to be exponentially
distributed with a mean of L bits. Each station has an
infinite buffer sim and services packets at its queue using
First Come-Fkst !$erwd discipline. Non-exhaustive service
policy is assumed so that a station is allowed to transmit
one packet when it has a permission to transmit.

The input parameters to the model are: number of
stations N, average arrivat rate k packetskond, and the
mean packet length L bits. While the performance measures
include packet waiting time in the queue, total packet delay,
and throughput of the ring network.

IV. Results and Discussion

Various simulation experiments have been
performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed

protocol. l?te results obtained for the MTR protocol and
Standaml Token Ring protocol (SIR) am compamd and
discussed in this section. In this work, we consider the
throughput average packet waiting time, and average packet
detay time as pe.rformance measures. ?luoughput of the ring
network is defined as the total number of transmitted data
per one second. We defhe the mean waiting time of a
packa as the time that the pwket spent in a queue waiting
for service. Whik tlm avezage packel delay is measured
from the arrival time of the a ~cket until the time it is
completely transmitted to its destination. The avemge packet
delay includes the average waiting time plus the service
time. me performance of the MTRpmtocol has been
evaluated for different number of stations (N) and different
packet kngths (L) as shown in Figures 2 through 12.

Delay performance of the MTR and SIR networks
are shown in F@ures 2 through 7. In F@ure 2 we show the
average packet delay against the mean arrival rate X for
packet length b256 bits. The Figure shows that the MTR
protocol has shorter average packet delay for various
number of statkms ( N=5,1O, and 20 ) as compamd to the
STR protocol. As the arrival rate X increases the diffenmce
in average ~ket delay between both protocols increases.
The average packu delay in both prouxols incrtases with
the increase of the number of stations in the networks.

Ocl~yComparison( L=2s6 bits)

m

~
An’iwlR*IC( P-kedsa )

Figure 2: Average Delay Comparison for L=256 bits and
V~ous Number of Station,

OchyCompmson( L=S12blt~)

a m - Mm - Mm

ArrivalRJIC( Pxkess/scc)

Figure 3: Average Delay Comparison for L=512 bits and
Various Numbs of Stations.

Figures 3 and 4 depict the avenge packet delay comparison
for average packet length k512 and 1024 bits respectively.
We notice from the figures that the avemge delay of the
MTR protocol is shorteJ than that of the STR protocol
especially for high values of arrival rate 1. However, the
average delay of the MTR matches that of the SIR when
the tile load is light. The nmtlts shows that the
percentage reduction in average Packti delay provided by
the MTR protocol over the STR protocol vary belween Oto
44.8%.
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Figure 4: Average Delay Comparison for L=1024 bits and
Various Number of Stations.

Oday Comparison( N=S )
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Figure 5: Avemge Delay Comparison for N=5 and
Different Values of Packet Lengths.

The effect of the varying the packet length is
shown in Figures 5 through 7. In F@re 5 we fix the
number of stations ( N=5 ) and vary the average ~ket
length. Again the MTR pmocol shows better delay
performance over the STR protocol. Both protocols provide
shorter average packet &lay for shorter packet length. lle
difference in average packet delay &creases as the average
packet length incmscs as shown in the figure. ‘he delay
comparisons for 10 and 20 stations are shown in Figures 6
and 7 respectively. ‘flw MTR protocol shows shomr
average packet delay for all cases.

Figure 8 depictstheaveragewaitingtime(queuing
time) of a packet against the amival rate L for average

o

Ocltybnptiwn ( N=IO)
S’m

hid k ( Wkeufscc )

Figure 6 Average Delay Comparison for N=IO and
Different Values of Packet Lengths.

May Qwnpuiwn( N.20)

m,

1-

kid hfe ( P8ckcb )

Figure 7: Average Delay Comparison for N=20 and
Different Values of Packet Lengths.

packti length b512 bits and various values of N. The
Figure shows that the MTR protocol has shorter average
packet waiting time than that of the STR protocol. As the
arrival rate incmasea a packet spends more time in a queue
and the difference in average waiting time betwwn both
protocols increases. This result is also shown in Figure 9
which shows the comparison of average waiting times for
L=I024 bits. .

The throughput of both protocols are compared in
Figures 10 through 12. figure 10 compares throughput of
both MTR and STR protocolsfor20 stationsanddifferent
average packet lengths. As in the delay performance
measurecase, the MTRhas improved the ring throughput

I
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Figure 8: Average Waiting Time Comparison for L=512
bits and Various Number of Stations.

as compared to the STR protocol. The improvement
increases with the increase of the arrival rate k This is also
shown in FQures 11 and12.Thepercentageimprovement
in throughput provided by the MTR over the STR protocol
vary from O% in low trat?lc load to 5.97% at high trat%c
load conditions.

As shown from the simulation results the MTR
protocol ~vides s- &lay paformance and better
throughput as compared to that of the STR protocol in most
cases. Since the TR-bit presentsin data packets the MTR
protocol shows titer performance when the *IC load is
high. For low traffii load the performance of the MTR

protocol is slightly highez than the performance of the STR

protocol.

V. Concluding Remarks

A Modifkd Token Ring (MTR) protocol for token
ring LANs is presented in this paper. ‘he performance of
the MTR protocol has been studied, analy7d, and compared
with the performance of the standard IEEE 802.5 protocol
(STR) using SIMSCRIPT 11.5 simulation language. By
using the TR-bit in the data packet the MTR protocol has
minimized passing a free token between idle stations in a
ring network. The simulation results show that the MTR
protocol has shoneravemgepmkel delay thanthatof the
STR protocol especially when the ring network is heavily
loaded. The maximum reduction in the average delay that
has been provided by the MTR protocol over the STR
protocol reaches 45%. Moreover, the MTR protocol has
provided better ring throughput as compared to the STR
protocol. A throughput improvement of 6% is achieved by
the MTR protocol over the SIR protocol in its best case. In
addition to its good performance, the MTR protocol is

simple, does not require any extra hardware, and has fair
characteristics.
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Figure 9: Average Waiting Time Comparison for L=I024
bits and Various Number of Stations.
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Figure 11: Throughput Comparison for N=5 and Different
Values of Packetlengths.
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Figure 12: ‘Ilwoughput Comparison for k1024 bits and
Various Number of Stations.
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Figure 10. ‘throughput Comparison for N=20 and Different
Values of Packet lengths.
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